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Data:

The subject volume contains the proceedings of the Institute held at Vail, Colorado in July 1968. A copy of the table of contents is enclosed.

Of particular interest are:

1. R. Lauren Moran's paper on Sales and Exchanges of Public Lands which deals with applications of exchanges, millsites and the Public Land Sale Act of 1964 to the use of non-mineral land for surface facilities (dumps, tailings disposal, plants, etc.).

2. Longergan paper on common varieties and material sales points out weaknesses in the Materials Sales Act for large scale common variety materials operations.

3. Howard Edwards paper on proposed changes in the mining law.


5. Ary and Morgan's paper on problems related to mineral exploration and development on Stockraising Homestead lands.

6. Pruitt's paper on state location laws--contains excerpts from the laws of most of the Western states.
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